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WHO WE ARE

Hence, we inherit as well as innovate the best learning prodigy that invigorate the 

foundation of success and self recognition among our students.

Vision

FSB aims at overall development of the students while providing a gateway for 

future jobs/start-ups.

We finally believe that the future of our nation is on the shoulders of educational 

institutes like use.

Profound competency and mastery in skills believe in overall development of our 

students this is the secret approach of our Directer 'Mr. Srinivaas Gundalla', to 

stand out of the crowd and deliver the best among audiences.
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BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration)
Bachelor of Business administration is the base course for 

the budding entrepreneurs/ managers to start their 

journey in order to achieve the goal. We say 'the base 

should be strong, then only the outcome will be perfect 

and long lasting'. BBA degree course has all the subjects, 

concepts and curriculum that makes a student proficient 

in all the management domains like Finance, Marketing 

and Human Resource. After that he/she can choose his 

/her interested stream wisely. A BBA student can excel in 

various fields like MBA, CFA, PGDM, Banking, Invetsment 

banking, entrepreneurship, Government Jobs, CS, data 

analytics and many others.

This program is specifically designed for the budding 

entrepreneurs and managers, as a perfect blend of 

university curriculum and our own insights in terms of 

practice, art and implementation. We @ FSB offers a 

unique prodigy of inculcating management concepts by 

simulating and applying them through presentations, ad-

mocks, debates, surveys, pilot studies, case studies and 

uniquely designed management games.

SCOPE OF 

It is often the question in the minds of the students that 'What after BBA?' That means 'What is the scope 

of BBA?'

BBA provides many opportunities for the students in different fields. It is the bachelor degree in 

management and hence opens the doors of many corp-orates. Since it is the bachelor degree, one can 

join post graduate degree in management or allied subjects. The best thing that FSB offers is YEP (Young 

Entrepreneurship Program), hence, students can enter into the field of startups and their own business 

developments.
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BBA Affiliation: Osmania University, Hyderabad 

Course Duration:  3 years, divided in to 6 semesters

Additional Integrated Course

Ÿ BBA  : Analytics

Ÿ BBA : Young Entrepreneurship Program 

Ÿ BBA  : Brand Management

Ÿ Preparation of Banking and SSC jobs.

Ÿ  High profile job in MNC's Ÿ MBA or allied post graduate degree from affiliated university.

Ÿ Startups and own businesses.



BCA (Bachelor of Computer Applications)
BCA is the next sort after degree, if not B-tech. Nowadays 

companies look for BCA, MCA candidates along with B-

tech, M-tech for offering software development or IT jobs. 

Bachelors in Computer Applications is the graduation 

degree that provides learning and information on various 

computer program languages , software development, 

hardware in-depth analysis and various other segments 

related to information technology. Information 

technology plays the base role for the curriculum of BCA, 

which holds the current market on its peak. The students 

of BCA after the successful completion of the degree, can 

move forward for the higher education like MCA, MS., or 

work as a software developer in any reputed MNC. There 

is also a window for starting their own venture based 

upon IT or E- Commerce.  

BCA @FSB is also a perfect blend of university curriculum 

along with out of the box implementation of languages 

practically in cap stone projects. Also, we provide 

integrated preparatory classes as per the  current market 

needs like python, data analytics and other languages 

(being upgraded from time to time).

SCOPE OF 

Ÿ Work as a freelancer developer.

Ÿ  Job in top IT companies as developers.

Ÿ Top companies that are hiring BCA graduates- TCS, IBM, Infosys, HCL, Wipro and many more.

BCA provides a graduate degree in Computer Applications to the students. Now a days IT market is in 

boom. There are lot of job opportunities available for young developers. BCA provides you to be the 

developer of your choice, even if you are not BTech. So, its a kind of substitute degree for Btech 

aspirants. After BCA one can join top IT companies as full time developer, one can pursue Master degree 

in Computer Applications, or one can start its own consultancy or software developing company.

Ÿ Start your own software or applications developing company.
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BCA Affiliation: Osmania University, Hyderabad 

Course Duration:  3 years, divided in to 6 semesters

Ÿ BCA Section B: Data Science

Ÿ Artificial Intelligence & Mission Learning

Additional Integrated Course

Ÿ BCA Section A : Full Stack Development



B.Com Honours

B.com is a bachelors of commerce degree that is being 

offered with 'Honors'. It requires intensive study, research 

paradigm, competition and analytical insight. There is a 

wide scope for B.com Hons. students in the fields of 

management, law, consultancy, actuarial sciences, 

cha r te red  accountancy,  company  sec re ta r y, 

entrepreneurship and startups etc.

The ages are gone when a plain degree used to fulfill the 

requirements. We @ FSB believe that there should be 

something offered on the plate extra every time. 
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Course Duration:  3 years, divided in to 6 semesters

Affiliation: Osmania University, Hyderabad 

Additional Integrated Course

Ÿ B.Com : Global Accounting and Finance

Ÿ B.Com : Taxation and Analytics

SCOPE OF 

No company can work without Accounts and Finance. Therefore, there is no sector biasness for B.com graduates. All the sectors and all the companies are open to take 

B.com graduates in accounting and finance department. One can join any company or sector of their choice to work as 'Accounts manager' after B.com. Many government 

jobs are often called for especially accounts graduates like banking exams, railways and many other. One can start its own accounts and tax consultancy firms after B.Com.

B.Com Honours

Ÿ  Join top companies as 'Accounts managers'.

Ÿ Opt for government exams in banking, government boards, SSC etc.

Ÿ Open your own taxa and accounts consultancy.

Ÿ Opt for MCom or MBA as post graduate degree and increase your skills.

All the MNC's and top companies as well as banks hires B.Com graduates

Ÿ Go extra mile in any corner of the world  with our 'Global Accounting and finance' program. 



B.Com Computers

B.com Computers is the bachelors of commerce in 

computer science. It is the perfect amalgamation of 

B.com and IT in the field of commerce. 

The most sought after degree for E- commerce around 

the world, we @ FSB drive towards modernization and 

need of the hours. It is thus a competitive degree in 

computers along with BCA and B-tech.
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Affiliation: Osmania University, Hyderabad 

Course Duration:  3 years, divided in to 6 semesters

Ÿ B.Com : Global Accounting and Finance

Additional Integrated Course

Ÿ B.Com : GST and Tally

SCOPE OF 

No company can work without Accounts and Finance. Therefore, there is no sector biasness for B.com graduates. All the sectors and all the companies are open to take 

B.com graduates in accounting and finance department. One can join any company or sector of their choice to work as 'Accounts manager' after B.com. Many government 

jobs are often called for especially accounts graduates like banking exams, railways and many other. One can start its own accounts and tax consultancy firms after B.Com.

B.Com Computers

Ÿ Open your own taxa and accounts consultancy.

Ÿ  Join top companies as 'Accounts managers'.

Ÿ Opt for government exams in banking, government boards, SSC etc.

Ÿ Opt for MCom or MBA as post graduate degree and increase your skills.

All the MNC's and top companies as well as banks hires B.Com graduates.

Ÿ Go extra mile in any corner of the world  with our 'Global Accounting and finance' program. 



B.Com Business analytics
Business analytics (BA) is the iterative, methodical 

exploration of an organization's data, with an emphasis 

on statistical analysis. Business analytics is used by 

companies that are committed to making data-driven 

decisions. Data-driven companies treat their data as a 

corporate asset and actively look for ways to turn it into a 

competitive advantage. Successful business analytics 

depends on data quality, skilled analysts who understand 

the technologies and the business, and an organizational 

commitment to using data to gain insights that inform 

business decisions.
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Affiliation: Osmania University, Hyderabad 

Course Duration:  3 years, divided in to 6 semesters

Ÿ B.Com : Global Accounting and Finance

Additional Integrated Course

Ÿ B.Com : Tally, Taxation and Analytics

Ÿ Market Research Analyst, Data Mining Expert, Data Warehousing Expert & etc....

Ÿ Qualitative Analyst, Predictive Modeller, Technical Team Lead

All the MNC's and top companies as well as banks hires B.Com graduates.

The scope in the area of business analytics is ever growing and is improving it enhance mainstream as businesses of all sizes and analytics skill levels get into the big data 

game. Exploring business analytics requires the proper focus, best technology, right people, clean culture and best management promise. Companies like IBM, Cognizant, 

and KPMG are practicing business analytics tools and coming up with decisions that are valuable and effective.

Ÿ Data Analyst, Data Scientist, Big Data Analyst, Business Analyst

SCOPE OF B.Com Business analytics



STUDENT CLUBS
La Fiesta Lit Wit Club

“I wish it need not have happened in my time” said Frodo. “So, do I”, said 

Gandalf, “and so do all who live to see such times”. But that is not for 

them to decide. All we must decide what to do with the time that is 

given to us. (The Fellowship of the Ring – I.R.R. Tolkein). This is what 

exactly La Fiesta resonates. La Fiesta celebrates life through literature. 

The journey through the realm of literacy art shapes the talent to shape 

the future nations.

The raw potential of ignited minds gets evolved. The La Fiesta lit wit 

club conducts various organised activities. It includes creative writing, 

debates, canvas of imagination, storytelling, out with the new, mono 

acts, Debut Vogue………. And goes on.

This club injects the skills and knowledge related to exploring what is not 

existing even..that is out of the box thinking while creating the needs. 

The key takes by the students are creative learning, cognitive 

development, surveys, market research, idea generation, business plan, 

creating and exploring case studies, success stories and setting up one's 

own wizard. Tune in to this hyper exciting club and endow yourself with 

supernumerary business skills!

Business club boosts the creative immunity of our students while 

activating their left brains. 

La empresa Club

El manejo club- for management

This club entertains and educates our students in a very productive 

manner by making them indulged in the sea of management and its 

sharks. 

Play with your mind, let it wiggle and enumerate several ideas that 

are never heard before!

Let's tune in to the world of managers! 

The club activities are designed after extensive research and 

developments by the top educationists in the relative fields. The case 

studies are programmed and encountered with several solutions 

being rated as different consecutive plans for the unit on review. 



CAMPUS INFRASTRUCTURE

Ÿ B.Com Hons, Comp 

FSB @ Kukatpally Campus 

Our classrooms are integrated with latest technology through smart boards, computers and projectors. Our students have 
digital access to the academic content through our own E-Library. And we proudly announce an extra mile program initiated 
by our team for all our courses that will provide off the ground learning /certifications apart from the regular degree. These 
courses are industry, job, technology and market specific that are fulfilling to the core and provides above par platform for 
future jobs/startup initiatives.

Courses Offer 

Ÿ BCA

We are modern and contemporary with dynamic features and up holdings. A lavish campus with state of the art 
infrastructure and enhanced learning prodigy. We believe in a free environment for learning with no walls or boundaries, 
hence, we command to state that FSB provides a platform for advance learning with enthusiastic detoxification of mind and 
soul through its gaming/sports lounge.

Ÿ BBA

FSB @ Madhapur Campus (Hi-Tech City) 

A business school in the proximity of IT hub/ Businesses is quite quintessential. And we deliver essential services at essential places. Fully 
packed with necessary upgraded facilities, this place offers one of the best B-School experiences. It is located in the heart of Hi-tech city 
with best approach to companies/MNC's for placements as well. The route that we follow to achieve the highest level of education 
delivery is packed with all the relevant as well as industry/market specific requirements in terms of case study analysis, data analytics, 
research, startup initiatives, extempore, real life problem solving and decision making simulation activities, pilot studies, declamations, 
debates, quizzes, fests and various associated clubs ....so on....

We recruit best faculties and best administration. Also, we support our education through various sponsored industrial visits and 
internships.

Ÿ B.Com Business Analytics, Hons

Ÿ BBA | BCA

Courses Offer 

Ÿ  PGPM
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Kothari Trade Centre, Beside Govt. Degree 

College, Kukatpally, NH65, Hyderabad, 

Telangana.

FSB Campus @ Kukatpally  

House no. 1-65, Metro pillar no. C1729, 

Beside Vikram Hospital, Hitech city, 

Hyderabad, Telangana.

FSB Campus @ Hi tech City 

Above Punjab National Bank, Road no 5, 

Rythu Bazaar, KPHB, Hyderabad, 

Telangana.

FSB Corporate Office

92465 82901, 76618 04099 www.fsb.org.in
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